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The design of the clock is typical of a tower clock of its date - it was made by Henry 

Weight at Malmesbury, in 1844, though he is better known as a Gloucester maker.  

It is a good example. The frame is constructed of 

iron bars, bolted together - not from steel as that 

was not available in quantity for at least another 

twenty years.  If you look carefully you can see the 

impressions stamped on the bars by the ironmaker 

– a composite of CB, a crown and the letters DALE 

signifying that the bars were made at 

Coalbrookdale.  The arbors with the integral 

pinions are made of steel while the wheels that 

engage the pinions are made of bronze.  The 

mechanism was 

made with 

provision for quarter chimes and, indeed a weight 

and pulleys were provided for these, but there are 

no bells for them and it is most likely that this 

feature was never commissioned.  Thus, looking at 

the mechanism from the clock room the train of 

pinions and wheels in the centre constitute the 

time measurement part of the workings, while that on the right hand side 

provides the hour striking function.  The quarter chiming mechanism is on the left 

hand side.  Some of the smaller parts of this are now missing, but restoration would 

 
Coalbrookdale mark  "CBDALE + crown". 

 
Time keeping train in the centre with the 

redundant quarter chime train on the LHS. 

 
Final drive to clock faces via the vertical shaft. 

 
Setting dial, note reverse direction. 
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be possible given the necessary funding including the cost of two small bells 

required to give the traditional ‘ting-tang’ sound. 

 

The clock mechanism turns a single vertical rod once per hour.  The drive to each of 

the three dials is derived from this single rod through bevel gearing at the level of 

the external clock faces.  Thus a single rod 

passes through the back of each clock face to 

drive the minute hand.  The drive to the hour 

hand is then derived from the single input rod 

through gearing immediately behind the face. 

In 1986 the clock was converted to automatic 

electric winding which had two benefits, one 

being the removal of the weekly necessity for 

the winder to attend, the other more 

important, the removal of the hazard of a broken 

cable which, at worst would have allowed a 

weight to fall nearly forty feet from the top of the 

next floor in the tower before reaching the clock 

room 

floor.  The 

weight 

driving the 

striking mechanism was over a quarter of a 

ton and there was insufficient assurance that 

it could not crash down through the floors to 

the baptistry.  
The original clock weight and winding keys. 

 
Final drive to the clock faces is through bevel gears 

to a vertical shaft. 

 
The original clock driving weights. 

 
Unused quarter chime drive train. 

 
Timekeeping drive train in the centre. 

 
Hour strike drive train on RHS. 
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This conversion, which perhaps was the only 

major modification made to the clock 

throughout its history, was done to full current 

conservation standards, with no original metal 

being cut or drilled.  The clock could be 

restored to its original state.  The cable lines, 

tensioned by sash weights, were left in place as 

far as the top of the clock case to show how 

the system existed, with the weights still in 

place, resting on the floor, and the winding 

handles preserved.  The clock faces and hands were re-painted and re-gilded at the 

same time.  With the form of automatic winding used the weights are very much 

smaller and only rise and fall through a few feet. 

 

In 1996 a number of authorities were consulted 

about the very poor timekeeping, including the 

Diocesan Advisors on clocks to Gloucester and 

Salisbury, and Keith Scobie-Youngs, of Dacre, 

Cumbria, who now regularly maintains the clock, 

and who eventually undertook the corrective 

work.  It was agreed that the problem resided in 

the escapement action, which was quite 

incorrect, probably as a result of unrecorded repair to damage long ago.  It was 

thought that general wear would also have contributed.  The escapement is really 

the heart of the clock, essential to its timekeeping.  It has a two-way action.  

Through the mechanism of the clock, driven by 

the weight, imparts energy to the pendulum to 

maintain its continuing swinging and, in turn, 

the pendulum, in swinging, releases the 

mechanism in accurately controlled discrete 

steps.   The pendulum rod of the Christ Church 

clock is about 9 feet long and is made of wood 

which is less liable to thermal expansion and 

contraction over its length than any ordinary 

metal would be.  This length is rather unusual, giving a time swing (side to side) of 

about 1.7 seconds (about 36 ticks and tocks per minute – or trying to be 

unambiguously clear about 18 ticks and 18 tocks a minute!).  In contrast the length 

of the pendulum of a typical long case (grandfather) clock which makes 60 ticks and 

tocks per minute (30 of each) is about 39 inches, including half the height of the 

pendulum weight.  As the time of the swing of the pendulum is proportional to the 

square root of the length, some very large tower clocks, like that in Worcester 

 
South side clock face. 

 
Automatic winding motors with chain drive using 

smaller weights. 

 
The new 'dead beat' escapement.  
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Cathedral, having a side-to-side time of swing of 2 seconds, have pendulum length 

of about 13 feet. 

 

The escapement geometry of the Christ Church clock has now been restored with 

complete success, to the correct ‘Dead Beat’ form as used in some of the best 

quality pendulum clocks.  The term ‘dead beat’ indicates that there is no ‘recoil’ or 

slight backwards movement as can be seen when watching the hands of a typical 

grandfather clock having the earlier and less refined version of the same basic type 

of escapement – the ‘Anchor’ form.  George Graham was the younger partner of the 

renowned Thomas Tompion.  He married the latter’s niece and was buried alongside 

him in Westminster Abby.  The tablet can still be seen in the floor of the nave.  He 

was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.  Great clockmakers were honoured men 

in those days.  It was a time of rapid development  - Graham invented his ‘Dead-

Beat’ escapement in 1715 following the introduction of the ’Anchor’ escapement in 

1671, when the longer pendulums began to be adopted, with the concomitant long 

case clock form.  Indeed the pendulum clock had only been introduced in 1657, in 

the quite small ‘bracket’ clock form using a very short fast-beating pendulum with 

what is known as a ‘verge’ escapement.  As Tompion recognised the talent of 

George Graham, so did Graham recognise that of John Harrison, considered to be 

the most remarkable of all clockmakers, and the progenitor of navigation.  Graham 

gave him much valuable support after he had arrived in London to begin his great 

lifetime project.  This, as is perhaps fairly well known after the celebration of the 

tercentenary of Harrison’s birth in 1993, was ultimately successful.  It enabled the 

saving of countless lives through accurate determination of position in ocean 

navigation, using principles that remained dominant until, in quite recent times, 

superseded in general use by the Global Positioning System (GPS), using satellites.  

However, as backup against faults, all navigators are still trained in celestial 

navigation which requires accurate time measurement. 

 

John P. Bond (September 2001) 

 

Photographs were added by Martin Chapman (July 2015) 

 

Later information from church archives: 

1850 - "The Clock quarter chimes were stopped following complaints from 

neighbours."  Indicating that these chimes and bells were in use for a few years. 
 

1914 - In 1914, one of the clock weighs fell from the clock room to the Baptistry 
floor causing "…old Mr Moorey - Church Clerk to run out thinking that a Zeppelin 
had bombed the church". 
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Additional photographs for interest: 

 
Automatic winder chain drives 

 
Small weighs and clock pendulum 

 
Pendulum suspension spring 

 
Clock cabin 

 
Drive to faces and unused drive wires 

 
Escapement and final drive to faces 

 
Unused quarter chime drive wire drum 

 
Unused time keeping drive wire drum 

 
Unused hour strike drive wire drum 

 
Unseen Victorian decoration on LHS 

 
Unseen Victorian decoration on RHS 

 
Elegant engineering 

 
Hour strike scroll 

 
Hour strike ratchet and pawl 

 
Bell strike lever and wire 

 
Bell strike levers in the tower room 

 
Clock hour strike lever & hammer  

 
Bell clapper used when rung by hand 

 


